
SDSU Senate Executive Committee 
March 18, 2014 
Susan K. Weber Conference Room 
2:00 - 4:30 p.m. 
 
Attending: Eadie, Ornatowski, Goehring, Bobrow, Barbone, Benkov, Butler-Byrd, Chase, Chan, Csomay, 
Deutschman, Ely, McClish, Packard, Rhodses, Schellenberg, Toombs, Valdes, Welter 
Absent: Baxter, Marlin, Snavely, Wheeler 
Guest: Balsdon, Benkov 
 
 
The meeting was called to order at 2:02 p.m. 
 
1. Agenda (Goehring) 
 
MSP To adopt the agenda as described. 
 
2. Minutes (Goehring) 
 
The December Senate Minutes were not yet ready to approve. 
 
3. Announcements (Eadie) 
 
President Hirschman is conducting the review of the Campanile Foundation. The policy file requires every auxiliary 
foundation be reviewed, and we have done all of them except Campanile. In the past, President Hirshman 
recommended delays, but it is being reviewed this year. There was some difficulty forming the committee, but they 
are not due to report until the end of the fiscal year. The report will be here at the end of the summer, for the first 
meeting of the Senate in Fall 2014. The report will be looking at goals, personnel, etc. They may produce a separate 
report if there is proprietary information about the Campanile Foundation. Tomorrow, February 19, 2014, will be the 
first Continuing Education committee meeting in many years. Randy Reinholz is the temporary chair. He is already 
working with PSFA on continuing education. The Active Transportation policy is still stalled. We have received a 
list of concerns from Andrea, most of which are related to disability access. We didn’t have anyone to advocate 
disability issues, but we are moving forward. 
 
Discussion: 
(AVP Benkov): The Disability Committee has been meeting again, and disability access is being worked on. (Chair 
Eadie): This policy will likely be kicked back to us, and the president probably wants outside consultation. (Senator 
Verity): What happens after we send it back to the task force? (Chair Eadie): If there are only minor revisions we 
will discuss whether to send to the Senate or back to the President. 
 
4. Academic Affairs (Benkov – for Marlin) 
 
A The first Provost candidate will be here tomorrow, February 19 at 11:30p.m. Please go to the forum and 
encourage faculty to go. 
 
5. Officers' Report (Ornatowski) 
 
5.1 Referral Chart  
In regard to premajor access, AP&P will fold the issue into the enrollment management report. 
AR&P has a report pending. 
 
Interviews with candidates: 
February 19: at 11:30 for first Provost candidate 
March 19: Business Dean candidates. Who can commit to 9:30 – 10:25 am? Senator McClish indicated he would go. 
March 21: Education dean candidate – Senator Packard indicated he would go. 



 
The task force on Course Evaluation met on February 17. They laid out agenda for actions as well as for adding 
people to the task force. This issue will likely take longer than one semester, but may have a preliminary report by 
the end of the semester.  
 
6. New Business: Action Items 
 
6.1 Academic Policy and Planning (Schellenberg) 
 
All action items are posted on the front page of the Senate website. 
 
Action Item 1: Merger of the School of Journalism and Media Studies and the Department of Learning Design and 
Technology. 
Representatives from Journalism and Media Studies and Learning Design and Technology were here to answer 
questions about the merger between the two departments.  
 
(Senator Csomay): What is the rationale to merge these two departments? (School of Journalism and Media 
Studies Director Bey Ling Sha): The School of Journalism and Media Studies is taking a broader definition of 
learning and technology. LDP faculty felt their scholarship is in line with the media studies aspect of the School of 
Journalism and Media Studies. 
 
Action Item 2: Proposal for a University Honors College  
 
 (Senator Verity): How will it affect the Imperial Valley Campus? (Senator Chase): They are looking in to how to 
incorporate IVC students. (Senator Packard): What about diversity, and trying to get diversity within the Honors 
program? (Senator Chase): Over 40% of Honors students are people of color. We want to attract from within the 
university, as well as coming in as continuing sophomores. (Senator Csomay): What is the rationale for having a 
college rather than a program? (Senator Chase): First, calling it a college creates an Honors culture pervasive 
across campus. It is designed to change the culture of achievement so all students benefit. Second, having an Honors 
College will continue to attract high achieving students. It creates more flexibility and innovation. (Senator 
McClish): Is there faculty? (Senator Chase): There will be faculty, but not housed in the college. We would need 
an endowment to do that. The model is essentially the same as the current Honors Program, but more developed. 
 
Action item 3: Change of Name for the Department of Policy Studies in Language and Cross-Cultural Education to 
Dual Language and English Learner Education 
 
(Vice Chair Ornatowski): Why dual language, which suggests two? (Senator Schellenberg): Usually students get 
some expertise in teaching across cultures, but it does not limit them to two. 
 
6.2 Constitution and Bylaws (Csomay) 
 
Action: 
 
Senate Chair, Bill Eadie, asked the Constitution and Bylaws Committee to review the proposal from the Chair of 
Diversity, Equity and Outreach, Nola Butler-Byrd. The Constitution and Bylaws Committee has vetted the proposal 
and had gone through multiple iterations, and feel that the proposal below is reasonable and argued well. Hence, we 
put this proposal forward for adoption. 
 
Current Policy File Language: 
 
Tenure-Track Planning Committee 
 
1.0 Membership (5): Provost, Chair of the Senate, Chair of Academic Policy and Planning, Chair of Academic 

Resources and Planning, Chair of Faculty Affairs. 
 



2.0 Function: The Committee shall annually consider programming initiatives and recommend to the Provost the 
allocation of new and vacated tenure-track faculty positions. 

 
Suggested Changes (underlined): 
 
Tenure-Track Planning Committee 
 
1.0 Membership (5 6): Provost, Chair of the Senate, Chair of Academic Policy and Planning, Chair of Academic 

Resources and Planning, Chair of Faculty Affairs, Chair of Diversity, Equity and Outreach. 
 
2.0 Function: The Committee shall annually consider programming initiatives and recommend to the Provost the 
allocation of new and vacated tenure-track faculty positions. 
 
Rationale: 
 
This committee (T/T Planning) was established in 1999 and had been dormant until it was revived by Provost 
Marlin in 2011 in the context of severe budget cuts that limited tenure-track hiring to a handful each year. Adding 
the Chair of the Diversity, Equity and Outreach committee to the Tenure-Track Planning committee will  
 

• ensure that diversity expertise is represented in the decision-making process; 
• enhance the application of the principles of shared governance; 
• ensure that the advice given to the Provost reflects priorities of SDSU’s President and Strategic Plan in 

terms of inclusive excellence and increased recruitment of underrepresented faculty members; 
• make evident a strong and visible sign of the University’s commitment to having the faculty reflect the 

composition of the student body more closely – a crucial characteristic for a Hispanic Serving Institution 
with such a diverse student population as ours. 

 
Discussion:  
(Chair Eadie): Provost Marlin has expressed a desire to keep the committee small. This is a reasonable 
compromise.  
 
6.3 Faculty Honors and Awards (Valdes) 
 
The Faculty Honors and Awards Committee recommends that the Senate approve emeritus  
status for:  
 
Maria Butler, Lecturer, Chicano and Chicana Studies. December 31, 2013, 26 years 
 
Marilyn M. Chin, Professor of English and Comparative Literature. December 31, 2013, 26 years  
 
Joel J. Davis, Professor of Journalism and Media Studies. May 20, 2014, 24 years 
 
Sharan A. Gibson, Professor of Teacher Education. May 27, 2014, 12 years 
 
Marilyn Hall, Associate Librarian. April 1, 2014, 15 years 
 
Lawrence C. Hinkle, Assistant Dean of Engineering. December 31, 2013, 8 years  
 
Leroy R. McClenaghan, Jr., Professor of Biology. May 21, 2014, 37 years 
 
Nan L. McDonald, Professor of Music and Dance. May 20, 2014, 29 years 
 
Kathleen M. McGuire, Professor of Biology. December 31, 2013, 23 years  
 
Stephen K. Reed, Professor of Psychology. May 31, 2014, 26 years 
 



Steven J. Sacco, Professor of European Studies. December 31, 2013, 16 years 
 
Barbara Weeks Huntington, Lecturer and Director of Pre-Professional Health Advising Sciences. December 31, 
2013, 17 years. 
 
K. Tim Wulfemeyer, Professor of Journalism and Media Studies. December 31, 2013, 30 years 
 
(AVP Benkov): I noticed that the Senate Distinguished Professor is not in the Senate policy file. (Chair Eadie): I 
thought we proposed but we were told it was not possible. (AVP Benkov): Since it is not in our policy file we don’t 
have an official title. (Chair Eadie) Perhaps Faculty Affairs can draft language to add this title in the appropriate 
place so it can be used. 
 
6.4 Freedom of Expression (Freeman) 
 
Resolved: That it is the sense of the SDSU Senate to endorse the "Statement on the Principles of Scholarly Research 
and Public Records”  (below) adapted from a Resolution of September 2012 of the UCLA joint Senate-
Administration Task Force on Academic Freedom (https://www.apo.ucla.edu/resources/academic-freedom). 
 
Statement on the Principles of Scholarly Research and Public Records 
 
Preamble 
Robust, frequent, and frank intellectual exchange is essential to research and teaching at the university level. It is 
therefore a matter of great concern that faculty at public universities throughout the country are increasingly the 
objects of requests through state (i.e. California Public Records Act, or PRA) and federal (Freedom of Information 
Act, or FOIA) public records acts for emails, notes, drafts, and other documents. Public access laws are an important 
component of the democratic process in our society, and scholars themselves frequently benefit from this legal 
framework. However, faculty scholarly communications must be protected from PRA and FOIA requests to guard 
the principle of academic freedom, the integrity of the research process and peer review, and the broader teaching 
and research mission of the university. Moreover, these requests have increasingly been used for political purposes 
or to intimidate faculty working on controversial issues.  These onerous, politically motivated, or frivolous requests 
may inhibit the very communications that nourish excellence in research and teaching, threatening the long-
established principles of scholarly research. 
 
The Principles of Scholarly Research 
Faculty at SDSU carry out a triple mission of teaching, service, and research/creative activity. The three parts of this 
mission are not identical: our service to the institution is by definition something that concerns the shared 
governance, operation, and decision-making here at SDSU and CSU wide. By contrast, our research and teaching 
are often conducted in collaboration with others in our discipline at institutions around the world, and serve the 
general advancement of knowledge. 
 
Sound, high-quality scholarship is a collective process of trial and error, peer review, and questioning that happens 
in classrooms, laboratories, offices, conferences, workshops, at work and at home, day and night, in the university 
and in the field. Through this collective process, scholarship is scrutinized, questioned, improved, and ultimately 
accepted or rejected by the community. There are a number of principles that underlie this process and are accepted 
across the disciplines, including the following: 
 
 Frank exchange among scholars is essential to advancing knowledge. Scholars frequently test ideas in 
extreme form, explore possibilities through hypotheticals, or play "devil's advocate," making claims they may not 
themselves believe in edgy, casual language not intended for public circulation or publication. These 
communications are frequent and diverse in nature because scholarship is a competitive and fast-paced process, 
requiring intensive communication among a diverse array of participants. 
 
 Peer review is built into the academic enterprise at every level. Review and contestation is a nearly constant 
feature of the exploration of scholarly problems, and that review comes from peers at every stage, from the initial 
identification of a problem to the publication of scholarly work on the problem.  Publications are the final tangible 
result of scholarly exploration. A published work articulates in detail the methods, materials, and modes of research 



that led to the findings reported or the narrative constructed. Publications are written with the expectation that they 
will contribute new knowledge to a field and spur deeper examination of the problems addressed within them. In 
essence, peer review never ends. 
  
 Faculty often choose research topics that are highly relevant to society and therefore may generate strong 
reactions. These topics may be controversial and highly politicized (e.g., global warming), deal with illegal or 
criminal behavior, or focus directly on contentious social questions (e.g., ethnicity, sexual orientation). Faculty must 
be free to work on these important topics without fear of retribution, threats, or interference. 
 
 Faculty members regularly collaborate with colleagues at other institutions. Faculty at private universities 
who perform equivalent research need not fear interference through state public records act requests pertaining to 
their scholarly contributions; neither should faculty at public universities such as SDSU. Faculty within the CSU 
system require, and deserve to have, the same freedom of communication as people at other universities and 
corporations, public and private. 
 
 Teaching and research are conducted and governed by the generally accepted professional and ethical 
commitments specific to each academic discipline. University policies generally incorporate, rather than supersede, 
those requirements and expectations. Thus, university faculty members already are held to very high professional 
and ethical standards in the conduct of their scholarly work. 
 
The Potential Harms of Public Records Requests for Scholarly Records 
Frank, honest exchange depends on the maximum protection of the informal and everyday work, personal email, 
drafts, and records related to research and teaching.  It is essential that regular and frequent communications among 
faculty within SDSU and with colleagues in other institutions remain within faculty control.  Public records requests 
can lead to unnecessary and unwarranted increased time commitments necessary to monitor all that is written or said 
in case of potential public disclosure. A lack of protection from such requests can directly impinge on academic 
freedom (the "chilling effect") by causing faculty to avoid investigating controversial issues. 
 
Principles Endorsed to Protect Scholarly Communications 
Clarity concerning what is considered a public record by the university is essential to the success of faculty research 
and teaching endeavors. The university must do its utmost to protect those records not subject to public records 
oversight and to prevent the chilling effect of public records requests on frank scholarly exchange.  These principles 
are consistent with the letter and intent of the open records laws: 
 
 Protect the system of peer review at all levels.  
  
 Public records requests are neither a substitute for nor an effective check on peer review by the scholarly 
community, but instead damage the process by threatening scholars into silence when they should be speaking 
truthfully and frankly about their concerns. The published record is the gold standard on which scholarship rests and 
it is readily available to the public. Public records requests of private, draft, or pre-publication materials only serve 
to confound the peer review process, rather than leading to an improvement or check on this process. 
 
 Protect the right of faculty to choose topics and research areas based on intrinsic criteria. Research that is 
politically or socially controversial should be subject to the same protections as any other kind of research. If the 
scholarly process is to function correctly, it must be protected from political, social, religious or other non-academic 
criteria of evaluation. 
 
 Provide the same protections to SDSU faculty that colleagues in private universities or corporations enjoy. 
Scholarship is inherently collaborative and extends beyond the bounds of a single lab or office or university. Hence, 
faculty at SDSU should be afforded the same kinds of protection offered elsewhere, including at private universities.  
Maximum protection of SDSU faculty also is necessary to ensure that our colleagues at other institutions do not 
experience "second-order" chilling effects, i.e., a fear of collaborating with SDSU faculty due to concern about 
potential public disclosure of private materials. 
 



 Reiterate the value of the longstanding traditions of ethical and professional codes of conduct.  Disciplines 
possess necessary and effective standards that govern the ethics of research. It is this time-tested oversight that 
ensures accountability.  Public records requests should not be allowed to undermine these traditions. 
 
Conclusion 
The academic enterprise is intrinsically different from other enterprises conducted for the benefit of the public. Its 
product, knowledge, is intangible, yet it informs all of society in countless tangible ways, including technology, 
medical care, ecology, and art. Academia can only make these tremendous contributions to the quality of our lives if 
it operates according to the standards that have ensured its freedom from bias and its unwavering devotion to truth, 
whatever that truth may be. The threat to faculty of forced disclosure of scholarly communication through 
PRA/FOIA requests can damage intellectual freedom and interfere with robust scholarly communication. The proper 
forum for evaluating and vetting academic research is through the time-honored and rigorous process of peer review. 
The world's academic community, including its faculties and administrative leaders, must protect itself from these 
requests if it is to continue to function and contribute to society in the highly valuable manner that is has for 
centuries. 
 
Discussion:  
(Senator Packard): What is the rationale for this? (Chair Freeman): This is a response to phishing expeditions for 
political purposes. (Senator Schellenberg): How is “faculty” being defined, and should it include graduate students, 
lecturers, adjuncts, etc. (Chair Freeman): All faculty would be covered, but graduate students are not currently 
included. (Senate Chair Eadie): We can make a friendly amendment to include graduate students. (Senator 
Packard): Shouldn’t the public have access since it’s publicly funded? (Chair Freeman):  Publicly funded research 
should be ready to be published. This is about setting boundaries. (Senate Chair Eadie): Can we add to the 
resolution something about to whom it is to be distributed? (AVP Benkov): Can you give a concrete example? 
(Senator Packard): How about “Faculty directed” research?  
 
7. New Business: Consent Calendar (Committee Reports) 
7.1 Academic Resources and Planning (Deutschman)  
 
Discussion: 
(Senator Verity): Why wasn’t the proposal for start-up funds discussed with the Deans of various colleges? The 
rationale should have been provided beforehand. (Senator Deutschman): The issue was discussed at PBAC and 
this was not controversial. This is about timely information. 
 
Student Success Fees: There has been a slow start at the information forums, but attendance is now improving. 
 
7.2 Graduate Council (Balsdon)  
 
7.3 University Relations and Development (Carleton)  
 
8. Committee of the Whole 
The SEC discussed strategies for the Senate’s goal of making sense of General Education. 
 
9. Other Information Items 
 
10. Other Business 
 
11. Adjournment 

The Senate Executive Committee adjourned at 3:46 p.m. 


